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The refrigeration processes in the InP/AlInAs triple-well semiconductor system with various
structures are analyzed theoretically based on the model of optothermionic refrigeration. Thermal
energy extraction in the triple-well system is calculated to be as much as 26 W /cm2 theoretically
with properly designed well widths and doping densities. Furthermore, the temperature drop
distributions for hot semiconductor devices are obtained self-consistently with various parameters
including cross-sectional area, generation heat, environment temperature, and refrigeration heat.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With advances in semiconductor laser sources for the
telecommunication industry and the increased speed of mi-
croprocessors for the computer industry, heat management
has become an important issue in the performance of these
devices.1 As an important semiconductor refrigeration
method, thermoelectric �also called Peltier� refrigeration has
been employed in microelectronic and optoelectronic devices
to stabilize the operation of semiconductor devices for many
years.2–4 However, the traditional thermoelectric coolers are
used mainly in applications where reliability and conve-
nience are more important than economics due to their poor
efficiencies.2 To go beyond thermoelectric refrigeration, a
method of thermionic refrigeration based on the thermal
emission of electrons was proposed by Mahan.3 In thermi-
onic motion, the electrons go over the barrier ballistically so
they carry kinetic energy from one electrode to another in a
device with a relatively high efficiency. As a result, thermi-
onic refrigeration devices can obtain high refrigeration
efficiency.5 Though the theoretical refrigeration efficiency of
thermionic coolers is predicted to be close to the Carnot
efficiency,7 the practical efficiencies are not so high.7–9 To
improve the efficiency of a thermionic refrigerator, consider-
able efforts have been made such as single barrier hetero-
structure refrigeration,8,9 double barrier semiconductor het-
erostructure refrigeration,10 semiconductor superlattice
refrigeration,11 and metal-semiconductor multilayer
refrigeration.12,13

Besides improving the intrinsic thermionic efficiency,
Mal’shukov et al. proposed the model of optothermionic re-
frigeration, which combines the ideas of laser refrigeration

and thermionic refrigeration to quickly extract heat from the
thermionic refrigeration system.14 In their model, a narrow
semiconductor well is embedded in the middle of a highly
doped pn junction. Electrons in the n region and holes in the
p region are thermally excited into the well via the thermi-
onic refrigeration process. In the well region, the electrons
and holes can recombine to emit light, so the photons are the
media to extract the heat from the system.14 The laser refrig-
eration of semiconductors has been proven to be feasible
considering the effects of luminescence trapping and red-
shifting due to the reabsorption of photons.6 For practical
applications of the optothermionic refrigeration, it is impor-
tant to optimize the design of the semiconductor optothermi-
onic refrigeration systems to achieve the highest possible
efficiency.

To obtain a high efficiency refrigeration system, a nu-
merical design of a semiconductor optothermionic refrigera-
tion system has been performed based on the self-consistent
calculation.15,18 In these works, the double-well system was
proven as an optimal refrigeration device, and it was pre-
dicted that the refrigeration heat is not increased with the
further increase of the number of wells. However, the limi-
tation to double wells will limit the feasibility of optothermi-
onic refrigeration devices in real applications due to the lim-
ited size of the refrigeration region. In this paper, we report
the numerical design of an optothermionic refrigeration de-
vice in an InP /Al0.65In0.35As semiconductor triple-well sys-
tem. Our results show that the refrigeration heat is affected
greatly by the well width of the system, and the proper well
width for high refrigeration heat is predicted. The results
provide a method to further the design of multiple-well op-
tothermionic refrigeration systems. In addition, the tempera-
ture drop distributions of the optothermionic refrigeration
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process over parameters such as cross-sectional area, genera-
tion heat, environment temperature, and refrigeration heat
are given as examples in this work.

II. TRIPLE-WELL SYSTEM

Optothermionic refrigeration consists of two competing
processes: to heat up the system by energy dissipation JV
within the sample, where J is the current flow through the
system and V is the bias voltage applied on the system; and
to cool down the system with light emission heat Qrad.

14 If
the refrigeration heat Q,

Q = Qrad − JV , �1�

is positive, the optothermionic refrigeration can be realized.
The detailed expression for refrigeration heat has been given
elsewhere,14,15 and the numerical results of refrigeration heat
Q as a function of bias voltage V can be obtained with vari-
ous semiconductor parameters based on the self-consistent
calculation by using the optothermionic refrigeration model,
the Poisson equation, and drift-diffusion formulas.15–17

For obtaining higher efficiency of optothermionic refrig-
eration, an InP /Al0.65In0.35As semiconductor triple-well sys-
tem is designed. The schematic diagram of the triple-well
refrigeration system is plotted in Fig. 1. In this cooling de-
vice, the p- and n-doped AlInAs alloys act as metal elec-
trodes and the undoped AlInAs layers are used as spacer
layers between the pure InP wells and the highly doped AlI-
nAs alloy.

The refrigeration heat curves in the triple-well systems
with three 100 nm wells are shown together with a double-
well system with two 100 nm wells in Fig. 2. The latter is the
optimal design for the double-well system.18 As shown in
this figure, the refrigeration heat Q in the triple-well system
is much less than that in the double-well system with same
doping density of Nimp=1.8�1018 cm−3, which is the opti-
mal doping density calculated for the double-well system.18

The refrigeration heat of the triple-well system is increased
with the further increase of doping density, and the theoreti-
cal optimal refrigeration heat is obtained with a doping den-
sity of Nimp=3.6�1018 cm−3. However, as shown in Fig. 2,
the refrigeration heat of the triple-well system with the
proper doping density is still less than that of the double-well

system, and this is consistent with the previous work.18 For
obtaining higher refrigeration heat, we design the triple-well
system with various well widths and plot the refrigeration
heat curves in Fig. 3. In this figure, the well width of the
middle well in the triple-well system is 100 nm for all
curves, and the well widths of the left and right wells are 75
nm �solid curve�, 100 nm �dashed curve�, 125 nm �dotted
curve�, and 150 nm �dashed dotted curve�, respectively. The
doping density is kept the same as Nimp=3.6�1018 cm−3.
This figure shows that in the triple-well system, the refrig-
eration heat is increased with the increase of well width and
is higher than that in the double-well system when the left
and right well width of the triple-well system is 125 nm.
However, the refrigeration heat is decreased with further in-
crease of the well width. This behavior can be understood as
follows. As shown in Ref. 15, both the size of the refrigera-
tion region and the polarization of the spatial distribution of
carriers are increased with the increase of well width. The
former increases the refrigeration heat while the latter re-
duces it. Thus the competition between these two determines
the total refrigeration heat.

For the design of more effective optothermionic refrig-
eration devices, the refrigeration heat curves with various
well widths of the middle well are also given in Fig. 4. In

FIG. 1. Schematic band diagram of InP/AlInAs triple-well optothermionic
refrigeration system.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Comparison between the refrigeration heat Q in the
triple-well system and in the double-well system with various doping den-
sities. All the well widths are 100 nm.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Comparison between the refrigeration heat Q in the
triple-well system and in the double-well system. The well widths of the left
and right wells in the triple-well system are 75 nm �solid curve�, 100 nm
�dashed curve�, 125 nm �dotted curve�, and 150 nm �dashed dotted dotted
curve�, and the middle well width is 100 nm. The well width of each well in
the double-well system is 100 nm.
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this figure, the well width of the left and right wells is 125
nm and the middle well widths are 75 nm �dashed curve�,
100 nm �dotted curve�, and 125 nm �solid curve�; the doping
density Nimp is 3.6�1018 cm−3. As shown in the figure, the
refrigeration heat is increased with the decrease of the well
width of the middle well. However, the decrease of the well
width is limited because the nonradiative Auger recombina-
tion coefficient is increased with the decrease of well width
in the quantum well system,14,19,20 and the decrease of the
recombination coefficient will reduce the refrigeration heat.
Considering the effect of the well width dependent Auger
recombination process,19 the calculated refrigeration heat
versus bias voltage of the above structures is plotted in Fig.
5. As shown in this figure, the refrigeration heat in the sys-
tem with the middle well widths of 75 and 100 nm is as high
as 26 W /cm2, while that in the system with 50 nm well
width is about 23 W /cm2. Thus, well widths of 125 nm for
the left and right wells and 75 nm for the middle well, to-
gether with a doping density Nimp of 3.6�1018 cm−3, are the
theoretically optimized parameters for the triple-well refrig-
eration system.

III. REFRIGERATION AND TEMPERATURE

Although the plots of refrigeration heat Q versus bias
voltage V shown in Figs. 2–5 provide a way to understand

the physical processes, it will be practical and informative to
provide the distribution of temperature drop ��T� with cer-
tain conditions for the real application of optothermionic re-
frigeration devices.

To describe the refrigeration process in a real system, we
introduce a simple model as shown schematically in Fig. 6.
In this figure, region I �x between points x1 and x2� and II �x
between points x1� and x2�� are the hot semiconductor devices
such as microprocessors or semiconductor lasers, which gen-
erate the thermal energy of Qg�x� per unit volume, and a
refrigeration device �x between points x1 and x1�� is embed-
ded between these two regions. Within this model, the opto-
thermionic refrigeration system is viewed as a whole device
and extracts thermal energy as 1

2Q at its boundary points x
=x1 ,x1.

When the heat is extracted from the refrigeration device,
the hot phonons will thermally diffuse into the refrigeration
device from the hot semiconductor devices. This process can
be described by the following:

Cv�T�
�T�x,t�

�t
− ��T�

�2T�x,t�
�x2 = Qg�x� +

4�

�S
�T0

4 − T4�x,t�� ,

�2�

where T�x , t� describes the temperature depending on time
and position dependence, � presents the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant, T0 is the constant surrounding temperature, and S
describes the cross-sectional area. The unit volume specific
heat of semiconductor lattice Cv�T� and the thermal conduc-
tivity ��T� can be presented as follows:21–23

Cv�T� = �
�

C��T� �3�

and

��T� =
1

3�
�

C��T�s�
2� �4�

with

C��T� =
1

VskBT2�
q

����,q�2 exp ����,q/kBT�
�exp ����,q/kBT� − 1�2 , �5�

where Vs describes the volume of the hot semiconductor de-
vice, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and ���,q presents the
phonon energy with the wave vector q and the mode �, �

FIG. 4. �Color online� The refrigeration heat Q with various middle well
widths in the triple-well system without considering the effect of the well
width dependent Auger recombination. The well width of the left and right
wells is 125 nm.

FIG. 5. �Color online� The refrigeration heat Q with various middle well
widths in the triple-well system with considering the effect of the well width
dependent Auger recombination. The well width of the left and right wells is
125 nm.

FIG. 6. The schematic of the thermal transport in the real system. The gray
part between points x1 and x1� is the optothermionic refrigeration device.
Region I �x between x1 and x2� and region II �x between x1� and x2�� are the
hot semiconductor devices such as microprocessors or semiconductor lasers,
respectively. The heat in regions I and II will thermally diffuse into the
refrigeration device and will be extracted from the system by photons.
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=TA �transverse-acoustic mode�, LA �longitudinal-acoustic
mode�, TO �transverse-optical mode�, and LO �longitudinal-
optical mode�. s� presents the sound velocity for each pho-
non mode and � is the average phonon relaxation time. For
simplification, we use the material parameters of InP �Ref.
24� in the calculation of the process of thermal transport in
regions I and II.

The temperature distribution with position x is calculated
by using the above equations. The temperature distribution
curves with various square cross-sectional areas of 0.25
�0.25 mm2, 0.5�0.5 mm2, and 1.0�1.0 mm2 in region I
are shown in Fig. 7. The environment temperature is 300 K
and the generation thermal energy per unit volume is
10 W /cm3. As shown in this figure, the temperature drop is
increased with the increase of system temperature. Further-
more, the effect of the environment temperature on the sys-
tem is decreased with the increase of cross-sectional area.
The former is because the refrigeration heat is increased with
the increase of temperature, and the latter can be explained
as follows: The effect of environment temperature on the
system is mainly by thermal radiation, which depends on the
surface area of system 4�x2−x1��S with the volume of �x2

−x1�S. Thus the thermal radiation heat per unit volume is
determined to be 4 /�S, which decreases with the increase of
the cross-sectional area.

To investigate the effects of the generation heat on the
temperature drop, we plot the temperature distribution curves
with various Qg�x� in Fig. 8. In addition, the temperature
distribution curves with various environment temperatures
are given in Fig. 9. As shown in these figures, the tempera-
ture drop is increased with increase of generation heat and
environment temperature. These results reveal that the opto-
thermionic refrigeration system is a good candidate for cool-
ing hot semiconductor devices with high generation heat at
high environment temperature.

The former discussion is based on the refrigeration heat
Q at the ideal maximum value, which is difficult to be ob-
tained in the real system. For real applications, the tempera-
ture drop distribution curves with various refrigeration heat
Q’s such as 0, 5, 15, 20, and 25 W /cm2 are given in Fig. 10,
and these curves will help with the design of the refrigeration
system for the hot semiconductor devices.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, the optimal triple-well semiconductor opto-
thermionic refrigeration systems have been designed self-
consistently based on the model of semiconductor optother-
mionic refrigeration. From our calculation, refrigeration heat

FIG. 8. �Color online� The temperature drop distribution with various gen-
eration heats per unit volume of the hot semiconductor devices in region I
�between x1 and x2�. The cross-sectional area is 1.0�1.0 mm2 and the
environment temperature is 300 K.

FIG. 7. �Color online� The temperature drop distribution with various
square cross-sectional areas in region I �between x1 and x2�. The environ-
ment temperature is 300 K, and the generation heat per unit volume of the
hot semiconductor device is 10 W /cm3.

FIG. 9. �Color online� The temperature drop distribution with various envi-
ronment temperatures in region I �between x1 and x2�. The cross-sectional
area is 1.0�1.0 mm2 and the generation heat per unit volume of the hot
semiconductor device is 10 W /cm3.

FIG. 10. �Color online� The temperature drop distribution with various re-
frigeration heats Q in region I �between x1 and x2�. The environment tem-
perature is 300 K, the cross-sectional area is 1.0�1.0 mm2, and the gen-
eration heat per unit volume of the hot semiconductor device is 10 W /cm3.
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as high as about 26 W /cm2 is obtained with properly de-
signed semiconductor structures and doping densities in the
InP/AlInAs triple-well system. Furthermore, the distribution
of temperature drop in hot semiconductor device systems
with cross-sectional area, generation heat, environment tem-
perature, and refrigeration heat are given in this work. These
results indicate that the semiconductor multiple-well opto-
thermionic refrigeration system has large potential in practi-
cal applications for cooling microprocessors and semicon-
ductor laser devices.
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